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Abstract 

Finding an effective recycling process for oceanic plastic waste is increasingly important to 

address environmental pollution. Plastic waste is a bountiful and sustainable resource for energy 

production and chemical recycling. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), one of the most common 

commercialized polymers, is promising to be recycled by hydrolysis. The objective of this work 

was to study the effects of mechanical stress and radiation damage on PET structure and hydrolysis 

reactivity. Ball-milling and photo-damaging pretreatments were carried out to imitate the 

environmental degradation in the ocean environment. An evident decrease in crystallinity with 

increasing ball-milling time was observed. This decrease in crystallinity caused by fractures of 

chemical bonds induced by photoaging and ball-milling treatments were investigated. PET was 

hydrolyzed into ethylene glycol (EG) and terephthalic acid (TPA) at 200°C in tube hydrolysis 

reactors without catalysts. EG and TPA were recovered after PET depolymerization. 

Thermogravimetric analysis and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy indicated that the 

recovered TPA was purified. Qualitative and quantitative analysis of TPA and EG were performed 

by using UV-Visible spectrophotometer and High-Performance Liquid Chromatograph (HPLC) 

separately. At 200 ℃, the conversion rate of fresh and ball-milled PET samples was improved 

from 16-18% with a one-hour reaction time compared to 87-91% with a two-hour reaction time. 

This depolymerization behavior supported that the conversion rate of PET was increased with 

increasing reaction time at the same temperature. The experiment results, however, showed PET 

conversion, TPA yield, and EG yield did not improve after ball-milling and photo-damaging 

treatment.  After retention time of 1 hour, PET conversions, yields of TPA, yields of EG of various 

PET samples were 16.5±1.5%, 11.5±1.5% and 0.70 ± 0.20%, respectively. Mechanical treatment 

and radiation damage did not affect PET reactivity significantly in this experiment. Two main 
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reasons were discussed to explain this result. The effect of radiation damage and mechanical stress 

was obscured by the more dominant reaction condition, temperature. The pretreatments in this 

experiment were not strong enough to affect PET reactivity. Based on the current results, 

recommendations for the hydrolysis temperature, potential catalysts, and more robust pretreatment 

methods were provided for further outlook of studying environmental effects on PET hydrolysis.  
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Part 1 Introduction 

Plastic waste in the ocean has become a pressing issue for the sea, physical health, and society. 

With the improving plastic consumption along with population growth, an increasing number of 

wastes marine plastics were generated and buried in the ocean. These wastes plastics have 

negatively affected human-beings, wildlife, and wildlife habitats [1]. Enhancements of waste 

management infrastructures are necessary now. It is estimated that from 2010 to 2025, the 

cumulative amount of marine plastic waste will increase by orders of magnitude [2].   

 

Figure 1  From 2010 to 2025, the estimated cumulative amounts of ocean waste plastics in 

millions of tons from Jambeck et al. (2015) [2]. 

 

Ocean plastic waste, one of the main compositions in municipal solid wastes (MSW), has led to 

raising the attention of waste management [3]. MSW is the most common and complicated solid 

waste steam resulting from human activities, including agricultural and industrial productions [4]. 

The management of municipal solid waste influences every person around the world. By 2050, 

increase waste generation is expected to increase by 70 percent in the world, from 2.01 billion tons 

of waste in 2016 to 3.40 billion tons of waste [5]. Waste management is a complicated issue, 
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including plan making, contracting management and monitoring operations. [5, 6] Figure 2 has 

shown the MSW production rate for 23 low- and middle-income countries compared to US and 

EU [5].  

 

Figure 2 MSW production rates (kg/person/day) around the world from Kaza et al. (2018) [5]. 

 

Recovering solid wastes is one of the critical elements in dealing with MSW [7]. Currently, an 

increasing number of countries have been developing new technologies for the reprocessing of 

solid wastes. The economic considerations of solid wastes vary across nations. Technologies for 

collecting, reprocessing, and disposing of MSW is essential to address environmental and 

economic problems [8]. In the USA, nearly 30% of MSW was recovered [9]. 
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Plastics, as a critical component of solid waste, are suitable to be recycled [10]. Synthetic polymers 

have become an essential part of the natural environment, and also have disastrous effects on the 

ocean environment. Plastic contamination in the ocean environment has gradually attracted 

attention from industries and general. For decades, oceanic garbage has been regarded as a global 

environmental concern [11-13]. 

 

Figure 3 Potential transportation pathways and biological interactions of oceanic plastic waste 

from LI, Tse, & Fok (2016) [14]. 

 

However, synthetic polymers, commonly known as plastics, are not easy to be degraded by 

environmental degradation. Finding an effective and economical approach to degrade oceanic 

plastics is in demand now. Improvements in managing oceanic plastic waste are critical to reducing 

plastic pollution [15]. Alternatively, polymeric materials obtained from the ocean can be converted 

into commercialized chemicals and fuels [16]. 
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Plastic hydrolysis technology is an environmentally friendly method for recovering 

commercialized organics from waste plastics. Owing to its high energy efficiency and cost-

effectiveness, it has become a promising approach for degrading plastics [17, 18]. Most 

commonly-used or commercialized synthetic polymers are polystyrene (PS), polyvinyl chloride 

(PVC), polypropylene (PP), high-density polyethylene (HDPE), low-density polyethylene (LDPE) 

and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) [19]. The molecular structures of these plastics have been 

shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4 Chemical structures and chemical bonds between monomers of various waste plastics 

in the world adapted from Gu & Ozbakkaloglu (2016) [19]. 

 

Chemical degradation of polymers synthesized from hydrocarbons requires higher temperatures at 

hot compressed water [20]. Unlike most plastics, polyethylene terephthalate monomers are 

connected by an ester linkage, which allows PET to be degraded at lower temperatures by 

hydrolysis [21]. In general, hydrolysis of PET has become a greener route for chemical recycling 

[22].  
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PET hydrolysis is also an economic waste chemical reprocessing method because of its cost-

effectiveness [23]. PET can be hydrolyzed into its monomers, which makes it possible for chemical 

recycling. Due to the economic and ecological considerations, growing interests in finding an 

effective approach to degrade PET makes PET recycling important. In subcritical water or 

supercritical water, PET can be hydrolyzed to TPA and EG [21, 24-26]. 

 

Figure 5 Reaction stoichiometry of PET hydrolysis adapted from Paszun & Spychaj (1997) [26]. 

 

A wide range of research topics related to the hydrolysis of PET have been studied. Because 

oceanic plastics experience environmental degradation such as oxidation, mechanical stress, and 

radiation damage, the mechanical features and chemical properties may be different from fresh 

plastics [27-29]. Cellulose, the natural polymer found abundantly in plants, can be hydrolyzed to 

generate fuels and chemicals. Ball-milling treatments were found effective in decreasing cellulose 

crystallinity and increasing cellulose hydrolysis reactivity [30]. Ball milling may also have  similar 

effects on polyesters, including PET. To understand the chemical and physical properties of waste 

plastics, performing HTL experiments of ball-milled PET and photoaged PET is a good start for 

understanding the reactivity and structures of ocean plastics.  
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Part 2 Background 

2.1 Chemical recycling of Poly (ethylene terephthalate)  

2.1.1 Methods for recovering TPA and EG from PET 

Polyethylene terephthalate is a type of polyester synthesized by ethylene glycol (EG) and 

terephthalic acid (TPA) [21, 22, 26, 31]. Polyethylene terephthalate also plays a critical role in 

maintaining food quality, safety, and alleviating food waste [32]. Chemical recycling of wastes 

plastics such as PET can be performed in different methods, including pyrolysis, hydrolysis, 

alcoholysis, acidolysis, aminolysis, etc. The dominant PET degradation mechanism is the ester 

linkage solvolysis. Water, alcohol, acid, or alkali are suitable solvolytic agents for PET degradation 

[26]. 

Hot compressed water or glycol are suitable solvents for breaking ester linkages [24]. Compared 

to glycol, depolymerization of PET by using hot compressed water such as hydrolysis is an 

environmentally friendly treatment for recycling PET monomers. It also avoids using organic 

solvents like alcohol or glycol, eliminating organic solvents from technological cycles [26]. 

Chemical recycling of PET has been established and studied for the cost-effective application of 

recycled products, terephthalic acid, as well as ethylene glycol [22, 26]. Terephthalic acid can be 

used to manufacture polyesters [33]. As an essential chemical intermediate and organic compound, 

ethylene glycol, the main product in liquid fraction, has been widely applied in engineering 

processes such as energy, plastics, chemicals, and automobiles [34]. Figure 6 adapted from Sato 

et al. (2006) has shown that recovering and recycling commercialized chemicals from PET 

hydrolysis is achievable. 
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Figure 6 Reaction pathways of PET recycling in supercritical or subcritical water adapted from 

Sato et al. (2006) [21]. 

 

2.1.2 Chemical recycling of PET by hydrolysis 

PET hydrolysis can be mainly carried out in four ways: acid hydrolysis, alkaline hydrolysis, 

catalytic hydrolysis, and neutral hydrolysis [25, 31, 35, 36]. Sulfuric acid was used to hydrolyze 

PET [37]. PET alkaline hydrolysis was carried out using the sodium hydroxide solution [36]. The 

main drawback of PET hydrolysis in acidic or basic environment is the high corrosivity of the 

reaction systems. It also produced tons of wastes, including contaminated water and inorganic 

wastes [26]. 

Catalytic hydrolysis of polyethylene terephthalate can take place at lower temperatures compared 

to neutral hydrolysis. The yields of TPA or EG can be higher at the same reaction temperatures 
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and retention time. With the existence of zinc acetate, depolymerization of PET was accelerated. 

The maximum yield of TPA was up to 90.5% at 240 °C [38]. 

2.2 Depolymerization of PET by using water at higher temperatures 

2.2.1 Depolymerization behavior of neutral hydrolytic depolymerization of PET 

The neutral hydrolytic depolymerization was usually performed at high temperatures. With the 

existence of water or steam, neutral hydrolysis takes place at higher temperatures ranging from 

200 to 300 °C [26]. Growing interests in studying PET hydrolysis revealed that PET was 

hydrolyzed faster in the molten state rather than the actual state [22]. 

Recovering monomers from PET hydrolysis should be an ideal approach. For the chemical 

recycling of PET, the corresponding amounts or yields of terephthalic acid and ethylene glycol 

should be generated [21, 22]. Nevertheless, the ethylene glycol yield was always lower than the 

terephthalic acid yield for PET hydrolysis [35]. 

 

 

Figure 7 Outcomes of PET recycling in supercritical or subcritical water from Sato et al. (2006) 

[21].  
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The effect of proton is studied to understand why the chemical yield of ethylene glycol is lower 

[21]. Sato et al. (2006) also studied the depolymerization behavior of polyethylene terephthalate 

in hot compressed water. The outcomes of oligomers decreased with longer retention time. 

Chemical yields as a function of time and temperature have been shown in Figure 7 [21]. 

2.2.2 Reaction kinetics of PET hydrolysis 

Zope et al. (2008) have studied the reaction kinetics of PET hydrolysis at high temperature. A 

model of neutral hydrotic depolymerization of used PET at high temperatures is investigated. The 

yield of terephthalic acid and the conversion of PET were measured during the hydrolysis of PET. 

The conversion rate of PET was increased at 200 °C with increased reaction time. With the 

increasing particle size, the amount of TPA obtained decreased, and the simultaneous 

fragmentation and depolymerization model explained this in Figure 8 [39]. 

 

 

Figure 8 A PET neutral hydrolysis model from Zope & Mishra (2008) [39]. 
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2.3 Structural features of PET and its measurement methods 

2.3.1 Crystallinity of PET 

The structure of polymeric materials is relatively complicated compared to other commonly used 

materials such as ceramics, glasses, and metals [40]. Most polymeric materials share two structural 

features between ceramics and glasses, and polymeric materials are challenging to be crystallized 

[41]. Common plastics have a large degree of non-crystallinity compared to metals and ceramics 

since producing the repeating patterns of long molecular chains is not easy [28]. 

Demirel, Yaraş, and Elçiçek (2011) revealed polyethylene terephthalate has partly crystalline 

structures since it is regular in chemical and geometry patterns. The repeating units lead to 

complicated molecular structures. The crystallization behavior of polyethylene terephthalate is 

same as most polymers, which exist as complicated molecular structures consisting of amorphous 

and crystalline fractions [42].  

Most commercialized polyethylene terephthalate has the crystalline structure since the polymer 

chains are paralleled and closely packed, and the amorphous structure means that polyethylene 

terephthalate contains more disordered polymer chains [43]. Therefore, the degree of PET 

crystallinity is not 100% and lower. Figure 9 showed this unique structure of polymers or 

polyethylene terephthalate called “semi-crystalline.” 
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Figure 9 The structure of semi-crystalline polymer from Demirel et al. (2011) [42]. 

 

2.3.2 XRD measurement of PET crystallinity 

The structural features of polymeric materials are relatively complex. Most polymeric materials 

have a complex structure composed of the amorphous and crystalline regions [44]. Generally, the 

properties of semi-crystalline polymers are determined by the degree of crystallinity, the order and 

size of the molecular chains and the fraction of the oriented molecules in polymers is defined as 

the degree of crystallinity [45].  

PET is a kind of semi-crystalline polymers because of its regularity in geometric patterns. 

Commonly, the crystallinity and morphology can influence the properties of polymers 

dramatically. It is not only in the semi-crystalline state, but also in the amorphous state [45]. The 

XRD diffraction diagram of semi-crystalline PET is made up of the amorphous structural regions 

and the crystalline structural regions. The degree of PET crystallinity is commonly quantified by 

XRD because of its consistency and reliability in measuring crystallinity. Usually, the spectra of 

polymers were resolved into two major parts, regions of crystalline bands and a region of an 
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amorphous halo. Gaussian function was an effective model, which was used to estimate the area 

of the amorphous region and the total area [46]. 

2.3.3 Crystallization Behavior of PET and Mechanical Milling 

 

Figure 10 The XRD spectra of semi-crystalline PET at various durations of ball-milling time 

from Bai et al. (2000) [27]. 

 

The crystallization behavior of polyethylene terephthalate is related to mechanical milling. Bai et 

al. (2000) discovered that structural changes in polymers could be induced by mechanical stress. 

High-energy ball milling, a kind of mechanical milling method, was an appropriate approach for 

changing the geometrical patterns or the mechanical properties of PET. Structural changes induced 

by mechanical milling were including: 1) the reduction in average particle size; 2) the decrease in 

molecular weight; 3) a reduction of apparent crystallinity with increasing milling time. In Figure 

10, the XRD spectra of fresh PET and cool-milled PET for different durations indicated the effects 

of mechanical stress on PET crystallinity [27]. 
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2.3.4 Photodegradation induced by ultraviolet light 

The natural environment caused various chemical changes in polymeric materials, such as 

polyesters [47]. Photodegradation took place under solar light. Under the action of sunlight, PET 

photodegradation resulted in main degradation event including chain scission, leading to a 

decrease in molecular weight, evolution of volatile products, such as the evolution of CO and CO2 

as well as generation of carboxyl end-groups [48]. These degradation events took place under the 

action of sunlight. The strength of chemical bonds, including C–C, O–O, H–O, and C–N in 

polymers, is usually lower than the energy of ultraviolet light [49]. Chemical bonds in polymeric 

material are more likely to break with Ultraviolet light [50].   

2.4 Characterizations and measurements of PET hydrolyzed products 

2.4.1 TPA recovery 

The main products of PET hydrolysis are ethylene glycol in the liquid fraction and terephthalic 

acid in the solid fraction. Terephthalic acid, which has a high melting point at 427 °C, is tough to 

be dissolved in non-basic solvents because of its low solubility [51]. Because of this, the recovery 

of terephthalic acid from the hydrolyzed products can be achievable by using basic solutions. 

During PET hydrolysis, oligomers of EG and TPA are produced as byproducts. Monoesters of EG 

and TPA are soluble in water at 95 to 100 °C. However, TPA cannot be dissolved in water at this 

temperature range, which makes it easier to obtain highly-purified TPA from postreaction products 

[31]. Terephthalic acid was recovered by dissolving it into the basic solution such as sodium 

hydroxide. The clear basic liquid was then neutralized by adding hydrochloric acid. TPA was 

obtained from the precipitated product [21]. 
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2.4.2 Characterization and measurements of TPA 

Ravichandran et al. (2016) developed a characterization method for quantitative and qualitative 

analysis of TPA monomer from recycled PET wastes. The final product in the solid phase, 

terephthalic acid, was characterized and measured by using Fourier transform-infrared 

spectroscopy (FT-IR), Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and UV-Visible spectrophotometry. 

The quantity and purity of PET hydrolyzed samples were analyzed by FTIR and TGA. Functional 

group analysis of TPA and hydrolyzed solid products were carried out by using FT-IR. Both 

quantitative and qualitative analysis was carried out by using UV-Visible spectrophotometry [52].  
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Part 3 Experiments 

Experimental procedures were divided into three main sections. First, the pretreatment 

experiments of PET were performed to change the structural properties of PET. Second, tube 

hydrolysis reaction was performed for PET recycling, and end products were recovered after 

reactions. In the end, quantitative and qualitative analyses were carried out to obtain the chemical 

yields of end products and the conversion rate of PET. Figure 11 has shown the entire 

experimental procedures of PET recycling by hydrolysis. 

 

 

Figure 11 Generalization experiment procedures of PET hydrolysis. 

 

3.1 Materials  

Polyethylene terephthalate was supplied by Goodfellow Cambridge Limited (Huntington, England, 

PE29 6WR). Terephthalic acid was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Corporation (Natick, MA, 98% 
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purity).  Ethylene glycol was also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Corporation (Natick, MA, 99.8% 

purity). Sodium hydroxide was supplied from Sigma-Aldrich Corporation (Natick, MA, ≥97.0% 

purity, pellets), and hydrochloric acid was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Corporation (Natick, 

MA, 36.5%-38.0% concentration).  

3.2 Pretreatment of PET samples and characterizations 

PET samples were pretreated by ball-milling and photoaging experiments to change the 

mechanical and chemical properties. Several instrumental analysis methods were applied to 

analyze the crystallinity, chemical bonds, and morphology of polyethylene terephthalate. 

3.2.1 Mechanical milling of PET 

 

Figure 12 A stainless-steel cylinder and stainless-steel balls for ball milling. 

 

Mechanical de-crystallization of semi-crystalline PET powders was carried out by a temperature-

controlled ball-milling treatment at different lengths of time. PET samples of different degrees of 

crystallinity were produced by ball-milling. A stainless-steel cylinder (18 mm diameter × 55.5 mm 

length, 10 mL) was used to place around 2.5 grams of PET powers. The cylinder contained inside 

two stainless-steel balls (9.5 mm diameter) and one relatively larger stainless-steel balls (15.85 

mm diameter). Two cylinders were tightly clumped in the holder of a vibratory shaker (Retsch 
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MM2000) for ball-milling treatment. Figure 12 has shown the structure of the cylinder for ball-

milling. 

PET powers were ball-milled at a duration time of 12, 35, and 70 minutes separately. While 

performing the ball-milling treatment, the temperature was controlled to prevent PET powders 

from melting. To keep PET powders at the same temperature as the ambient temperature, all 

samples were ball-milled for 1 to 3 minutes and then were stopped for more than 10 minutes to 

cool down.  This process was repeated until accumulating the total milling time of the set durations.  

This ball-milling treatment method was applied to avoid the effect of frictional heat on polymer 

structure.  

3.2.2 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

The estimate the degree of crystallinity for PET, X-Ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were carried 

out with Cu Kα radiation at 25 mA and 37.5 kV on an X-ray Powder Diffractometer (Geigerflex, 

Rigaku Co., Tokyo, Japan) with the Bragg-Bretano theta-theta configuration. Each spectrum of 

PET under various pretreatments was resolved into an amorphous halo and the whole region under 

the diffraction curve line.  

A step size of 0.02° was used with 1 second accumulation time for XRD measurements over a 

range of 6-60°. After normalizing the areas and subtracting the baseline, diffractograms of various 

PET samples were compared. The Magic Plot program was used for all the peak-fitting steps.  

3.2.3 Radiation damage  

PET samples were incubated in a solar simulator (Atlas Suntest CPS+, Atlas Material Testing 

Technology LLC) set at 765 W/m2. The irradiance of this incubation experiment was equal to a 

96-hour incubation treatment of natural sunlight in the Gulf of Mexico [53].  
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3.2.4 Chemical-bond analysis: Raman microscopy and FT-IR 

Chemical bonds in polyethylene terephthalate were characterized by using Raman microscopy and 

Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR).  

Analysis of Raman spectra of PET samples was performed with a Horiba Xplora Raman 

Microscope using 532 nm excitation laser with an operation condition: 100× Olympus 

magnification lens, 1800 gratings, and 10% power. Approximately 50-100 mg samples were 

placed onto the glass slides for Raman microscopy. Three spots were chosen for unpretreated PET 

samples and photoaged PET samples separately. All the three Raman spectra were averaged and 

normalized for each kind of PET samples. After normalizing and averaging the Raman spectra, a 

spectrum of fresh PET and a spectrum of photoaged PET were compared. 

FT-IR spectral analysis was carried out for the analysis of chemical functional groups in 

polyethylene terephthalate. Both unpretreated PET and photoaged PET samples were 

characterized by using a Spectrum Two FT-IR spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer, MA, USA) that 

was coupled with a crystal reflection cell. The transmittance mode of FT-IR analysis was used 

over a range of 4000 to 400 cm-1. Around 10-30 mg PET samples were placed onto the crystal 

surface. Later, PET samples were pressed into the crystal head.  

3.2.5 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

The morphology of unpretreated, ball-milled, and photoaged PET samples were characterized by 

using scanning electron microscope (SEM) (JSM 7000F SEM, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). SEM 

images of various PET samples were compared.  
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3.3 Tube hydrolysis reactor experiment 

Tubular batch reactors and a reaction system were constructed for PET hydrolysis. Reactor 

constructions and safety considerations were specified in the first place of this chapter. 

Experimental procedures of PET hydrolysis and recovery of end products were also included.  

3.3.1 Reactor constructions and safety considerations 

The reaction system for this hydrothermal liquefaction experiment was mainly consisting of four 

parts: a batch reactor for the reaction, a water bath part for the quenching process, a sand bath for 

the heating step, and a pulley system for controlling the position of the batch reactor. The 

experiment setup for PET hydrolysis is shown in Figure 13. 

The batch reactor body for PET hydrolysis was built from a 316 stainless steel Swagelok tube (1/2 

× 0.065 in.). This reactor was placed in a heating/cooling system during the degradation, and high-

temperature and high-pressure experiments were carried out in tube hydrolysis reactors. The 

reaction conditions for this experiment were at a temperature range of 200 ~ 270°C and a time 

range of 10 ~ 120 min.  

This small-scale batch reactor was built to test the reactivity of PET with various pretreated 

methods. Without considering the complex reactions or operations and the massive weight of 

feedstocks, CSTRs were not required for PET hydrolysis. Owing to the small scales of tube 

hydrolysis reactors, problems related to heat transfer, toxic gaseous chemicals, and operations can 

be neglected. Parameters of building these tube hydrolysis reactors are listed in Appendix A. 
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Figure 13 Schematics of PET hydrolysis consisting of a batch reactor, a water bath part, a sand 

bath part, and a pulley system. 

 

Two important steps were specified as follows to avoid the leaking issues of the tube reactors. 

First, after uploading the feedstocks, the reactor body must be tightened clockwise till the nut fit 

the seal tightly. Second, after sealing the reactor, another step called monitoring the pressure was 

required to make sure the reactor was leak-free.  

When the reactors were well-sealed, the tube hydrolysis reactors were placed onto the hook in the 

enclosure, preventing it from falling down while operating the pulley system. The second step, 

called monitoring the pressure, was performed after the sealing step. Tube reactors were 
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pressurized to 1000 psi by using nitrogen and then held for nearly 20 minutes. There should be no 

bubbles generated while using SNOOP to check every connecting parts of tube reactors. Also, the 

SNOOP is helpful for finding the leak. If the pressure does not decrease after the holding time, the 

reactors should be leak-free. Figure 14 has shown the images of key parts of tube hydrolysis 

reactors. 

 

Figure 14 Key parts of tube hydrolysis reactors: pressure gauge, reactor body and the stainless-

steel disc-shaped holder.  

 

Prior to the hydrothermal reaction, all the air inside the tube hydrolysis reactors should be cleared 

out by using nitrogen for more than three times. The initial reaction pressure was 500 psi by using 

nitrogen. The reactors were well-prepared to be dropped into the sand bath for reaction.  

3.3.2 Hydrothermal experiment of PET in the tubular reactors 

PET hydrolysis was carried out under the high-temperature and high-pressure conditions. Around 

0.30-0.33 g PET samples and 4 grams of DI water were uploaded into the tubular reactor. The PET 
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samples for reactions including the original PET, ball-milled PET (70min), and photoaged PET. 

Hydrolysis of PET in subcritical water was then performed in a stainless-steel tubular reactor. 

The reactor was placed on a stainless-steel disc-shaped holder. After uploading the feedstocks, the 

reactor was submerged into a sand bath. The temperature was controlled at 200 °C, and the 

retention time was 1 hour or 2 hours. Four minutes was required for the whole reactor to reach the 

reaction temperature, and the ramping up time was not included in the retention time. When the 

reaction was finished, the reactor was rapidly taken out from the sand bath by a pulley system. 

After this step, the reactor was immediately quenched in a water bath and then cooled down to 

20 °C for 1 minute. The cooled reactor was taken out and opened for the following procedures. 

3.3.3 Recovery procedures of end products 

Recovered products from the degraded PET samples were divided into the aqueous phase products 

and the solid phase products. The water-soluble liquid and solid fractions were washed into a 50 

ml centrifuge bottle by DI water after the reaction. 40-50 ml DI water was used to ensure all the 

water-soluble products and solid fractions can be collected into the same centrifuge bottle. The 

mass of an empty centrifuge bottle (mass A) and the total mass of a centrifuge bottle filled with 

products and DI water (mass B) were recorded by weighing them on the same analytical balance.  

All separation processes of liquid and solid fractions were carried out by using a centrifuge 

(SORVALL LEGEND RT+). All samples were separated in a centrifuge for 20 minutes at 22℃ 

with a centrifugal speed of 3000 rpm. Approximately 10-12 grams of liquid sample was collected 

into a vial for HPLC analysis. The centrifuge bottles were dried in an oven at 60°C for two days. 

The mass of the centrifuge bottle and solid fractions (mass C) were recorded. The mass of liquid 

A (mass D) was then obtained by subtracting the difference from mass B to mass C, and the mass 
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of solid was obtained by subtracting the difference from mass B to mass A. Ethylene glycol was 

recovered in the aqueous phase products (liquid A).  

Recovering terephthalic acid was more complicated compared to the recovery procedures of 

ethylene glycol. Recovery procedures of TPA took use of an acid-base reaction, a neutralization 

reaction [25]. TPA can be dissolved in basic solutions such as sodium hydroxide, and a clear 

solution was formed after the dissolution. The appearance of the white slurry was formed when 

acid solutions were dropped into the clear alkaline solution. Hydrochloric acid or sulfuric acid 

solutions are commonly applied to recovering TPA. Figure 15 showed the appearance of solutions 

after adding a basic solution and acidic solution while recovering PET. 

 

Figure 15 Appearance of solutions while recovering TPA: solution after adding sodium 

hydroxide (left), and solution after adding hydrochloric acid (right). 

 

The main product in the dried solids, terephthalic acid, was dissolved in around 40 ml 0.5 M 

sodium hydroxide solution and then separated into NaOH-soluble phase and solid phase. 
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Separation processes were also performed by using the centrifuge. After separating the NaOH-

soluble products from the solid fraction (unreacted PET), around 10 ml of basic solution were 

taken out for UV analysis to obtain the yield of TPA. Extra clear solution was then neutralized 

with 5 M hydrochloric acid. The chemical reaction of the second-step separation process was 

shown in Figure 16. Terephthalic acid was obtained. The recovered terephthalic acid was dried 

for more than 48 hours for the characterization of TGA and FT-IR. The unreacted PET was also 

dried for more than 48 hours for obtaining the conversion rate of PET.  

 

 

Figure 16 Reaction stoichiometry for recovering terephthalic acid in solid phase adapted from 

Karayannidis et al. (2002) [25].  

 

3.4 Analysis of end products 

Analysis of recovered liquid products was carried out by using High-Performance Liquid 

Chromatography (HPLC). Characterization of recovered solid products was performed by 

applying Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), Fourier transform-infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), 

and UV-Visible spectrophotometer.  
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3.4.1 Analysis of UV-Visible spectrophotometer 

UV-Visible spectrophotometer was applied to performing qualitative and quantitative analysis of 

recovered solid products, and a wavelength range of 200-600 nm was selected. Clear and 

transparent plastics cuvettes were used for the measurements of TPA. Samples with varying 

strengths of terephthalic acid in the mass percentage range of 0.010wt% to 0.082wt% were made 

by dissolving terephthalic acid in 0.5 M NaOH solution, and the 0.5 NaOH solution was used as 

blank for the UV analysis. A calibration curve was determined by fitting the trend line between 

the UV absorbance and varying concentrations of standard terephthalic acid samples. The 

absorbance was controlled between 0.3-1.0 to ensure the accuracy of performing the quantitative 

determination of the end products in solid phase, terephthalic acid.   

3.4.2 FT-IR analysis 

Analysis of chemical functional groups was carried out by using Fourier transform-infrared 

spectroscopy (FT-IR). Both commercialized standard TPA and recovered TPA was characterized 

over a range of 4000-400cm-1 by using a Spectrum Two FT-IR spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer, 

MA, USA). Similar to the FT-IR analysis of PET samples, around 10-30 mg TPA samples were 

placed onto the crystal surface. Later, commercial standard TPA and recovered TPA samples were 

pressed into the crystal head. Recovered TPA samples were obtained from PET hydrolyzed 

products. 

3.4.3 TGA/ DTA analysis 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used for performing experiments for the terephthalic acid 

samples obtained from the degraded PET and the commercial standard terephthalic acid samples. 

TGA of commercialized standard recovered TPA samples were carried out under nitrogen gas by 

a Netzsch 209 F1 Libra TGA (NETZSCH Instruments, Burlington, MA) using an alumina pan. A 
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first-order differential thermogravimetric analysis (DTG) curve was obtained from the TGA curve. 

TGA and DTG analysis curves of commercial standard TPA and recovered TPA samples were 

compared. 

3.4.4 HPLC analysis 

Recovered end products obtained from the liquid phase were analyzed quantitively and 

qualitatively by using High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC, Shimadzu LC-40) 

equipped with a RezexTM ROA-Organic Acid H+ (8%) column. A calibration curve was 

determined by fitting the trend line with measuring the composition of weight percent of standard 

ethylene glycol at 0.0024%-0.0414 wt%. 5 mM sulfuric acid was the mobile phase for this HPLC 

analysis, and the flow rate of the mobile phase was adjusted to 0.6 mL/min. The operation 

temperature for this HPLC column was set to 3℃. The signal was collected by using the refractive 

index (RID) at the wavelength of 284 nm.  
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Part 4 Results and Discussion 

Ocean plastic waste, different from fresh plastics, experience environmental degradation processes, 

including radiation damage, mechanical stress, and oxidation. To some extent, environmental 

degradation in the ocean can affect the structural features and chemical properties of polymers. 

Ocean plastic waste belongs to a big family of waste plastics. Since the environmental degradation 

is complex, PET pretreated with various methods can be a good beginning to understand the 

structures and reactivity of ocean plastics. 

The overall objective of this project was aiming at investigating the effect of mechanical stress and 

radiation damage on PET hydrolysis.  Specific objectives were aiming at: 

1) Reduce environmental contaminations resulted from ocean plastic waste contaminations. 

2) Imitate environmental degradation in the ocean, including: 

a. Perform high-energy ball-milling experiments to imitate the mechanical degradation in the 

ocean. 

b. Perform photoaging experiments to imitate the radiation damage from the sunlight. 

3) Study the effect of mechanical stress and radiation damage on structural features of PET, 

including the changes of crystallinity, chemical bonds, and morphology. 

4) Investigate whether the changes of PET structures have effects on PET hydrolysis and compare 

the reactivity of virgin PET, photoaged PET and ball-milled PET, including: 

a. Whether these treatments enhance the conversion rate of PET  

b. Whether these treatments promote the yield of TPA  
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c.  Whether these treatments facilitate the release of EG 

Integrated results of the experiments are available in the Appendix. All the results and discussions 

are systematically divided: 

(1) to study the structural features of unpretreated PET, ball-milled PET, and photoaged PET, 

including crystallinity, chemical bonds and morphology. 

(2) to estimate the activation energy of PET neutral hydrolysis. 

(3) to evaluate and compare the conversion rates and yields of end products of various PET 

feedstocks. 

(4) to compare the reactivity between ball-milled PET and ball-milled cellulose and potential 

reasons for the difference in reactivity. 

4.1 Structural features of pretreated PET  

The initial aim of performing ball-milling and photoaging experiments was to study whether these 

pretreatments promote the conversion rate and chemical yields of main products. It was observed 

that the crystallization behavior and morphology of PET changed under ball-milling treatments. 

PET morphological patterns were also changed induced by photoaging experiments, while the 

photoaging treatment did not cause changes in chemical bonds. In this chapter, changes of 

crystallinity, chemical bonds, and morphology were discussed separately. 

4.1.1. XRD data and crystallinity  

The initial purpose of mechanical milling was to study the effect of de-crystallization of PET on 

the hydrolysis reaction of PET and the yield of products. Ball milling is a promising mechanical 

approach to de-crystallize PET. The PET specimens were ball-milled at different durations of time 
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in 12, 35, and 70 minutes separately. The XRD spectra of fresh PET and ball-milled PET were 

depicted in Figure 17. With the increased time of ball-milling, this treatment led to changes in 

structural features of PET.  

 

Figure 17 XRD diffractograms of progressively ball-milled PET samples: (a) blue: ball-milled 

PET after 70 min, (b) green: ball-milled PET after 35 min, (c) red: ball-milled PET after 12 min, 

(d) green: fresh PET. 

 

The XRD diagram has indicated that ball-milling contributes to the decrease of the crystallinity of 

PET.  To be more specific, the sharp peaks of unpretreated PET were clearly depicted. The 
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intensity of crystalline peaks decreased after aggressive ball-milling treatments. With longer ball-

milling durations of time, the X-ray diffractogram has become broader and broader. After the 70-

minute ball-milling treatments, the X-ray diffractogram of PET was nearly featureless. Several 

approaches have been proposed for estimating PET crystallinity using characterization methods, 

including (peak fitting, amorphous subtraction, and calculation). 

Th deconvolution of XRD spectra was divided into the area of amorphous halo and the total area 

of the crystalline bands, which has been shown in Figure 18. The wide amorphous halo was 

determined by the background produced by the amorphous phase. The apparent reflections crystal 

areas can be detected, and several intense crystal regions are characterized as the crystalline bands. 

The estimation and identification of the PET crystallinity are based on the quantitative analysis of 

amorphous halo and several crystalline bands. 

 

Figure 18 Devolution of XRD spectra for the estimation of PET crystallinity. 
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Deconvolution of spectrum and calculation of crystallinity were specified in equation (1) [46] to 

determine the effect of the mechanical treatment on crystallinity. Figure 19 has shown the 

estimated PET crystallinity based on XRD spectra. 

𝑋𝑐 =
𝐹 − 𝐹𝑎

𝐹 + 𝑘
 (1) 

F  − the normalized total area  

𝐹𝑎 − the normalized area of the amorphous part of the XRD spectra for PET 

𝑘 −  the ratio of band intensities of 100% crystalline PET to amorphous PET for this study, 

𝑘 =  0.94 [46] 

 

Figure 19 Degree of crystallinity for unpretreated PET samples, 35-min ball-milled PET samples 

and 70-min ball-milled PET samples. 
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4.1.2 Chemical-bond analysis: Raman microscopy and FT-IR 

(Asmatulu et al., 2010)FT-IR and Raman analysis was applied to examine whether fractures of 

chemical bonds took place after the photoaging experiments, which determines the effect of the 

photo-damage on PET chemical properties. Characteristic absorption peaks of functional groups 

were analyzed separately in Raman spectra and FT-IR spectra, especially considering changes of 

C–C, C=C, C–O, and C=O bonds in PET. 

 

Figure 20 Raman spectra of fresh PET and photoaged PET. 

 

Raman spectra of unpretreated PET and photoaged PET showed a high level of correlation in 

Figure 20. Raman peaks of chemical bonds in PET was interpreted in the following. 

Fundamentally, the C-C breathing (at around 860 cm-1), C-C stretch, ring (at around 1425cm-1), 

C=O stretch, ring (at around 1610cm-1), and C=O stretch (at around 1720cm-1) were observed in 

Raman spectra of unpretreated PET and photoaged PET. It indicated that these chemical bonds 

listed above did not change after the photoaging experiments. 
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FT-IR spectra of unpretreated PET and photoaged PET showed the similarities of the functional 

groups in Figure 21. Characteristic absorption peaks of functional groups of PET samples were 

interpreted in the following. In FT-IR spectra of unpretreated PET and photoaged PET, the C-H 

bending, ethyl (at around 735 cm-1), C-O ester (at around 1120 and 1255 cm-1), C-C phenyl ring 

(at around 1405 cm-1) and C=O ester (at around 1725 cm-1) were observed. It was discovered that 

chemical bonds listed above did not change after the photoaging experiments. This result support 

that the photoaging experiments did not lead to the generation of chemical bonds.  

 

Figure 21 FT-IR spectra of fresh PET and photoaged PET. 

 

In principle, photodegradation and fractures of chemical bonds could be occurred induced by the 

photoaging experiments, but the photoaging treatment in this experiment was not strong and long 

enough.  
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4.1.3 SEM and PET morphology  

The effects of mechanical stress and radiation damage on the surface morphology of PET were 

observed by SEM. Images of SEM were conducted. The surfaces of image A (unpretreated PET), 

image B (ball-milled PET (12min)), image C (ball-milled PET (70min)), and image D (photoaged 

PET (after 12min ball-milling)) have been shown in Figure 22. Comparing image A to image C, 

the surface of the PET was fairly smooth after the 70-minute ball-milling treatment. Comparing 

image B with image D, the surface of photoaged PET was also smoother than the unpretreated 

PET. These results support that ball-milling and photoaging experiments led to changes in PET 

surface morphology. 

 

Figure 22  Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of sample: A (unpretreated PET), image 

B (ball-milled PET (12min)), image C (ball-milled PET (70min)), and image D (photoaged PET 

(after 12min ball-milling). 
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Polyethylene terephthalate samples with various pretreatments were depolymerized in subcritical 

water at 200℃. After PET hydrolysis, terephthalic acid monomer and ethylene glycol monomer 

were generated, and there were certain amounts of oligomers and unreacted PET existing in the 

final products. Recovered TPA and EG exhibited similar patterns of standard TPA and EG in all 

the spectra or plots used in this experiment. 

4.2.1 Characterization of Terephthalic Acid 

4.2.1.1 TGA/DTG analysis of TPA 

Terephthalic acid, the end solid product of PET hydrolysis, showed high level of correlations 

standard terephthalic acid in FT-IR spectra as well as curves of TGA and DTG (derivative 

thermogravimetric). All the results showed that the recovered TPA was highly purified.  

 

Figure 23 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) curves of recovered terephthalic acid (TPA) from 

hydrolyzed solid products and standard TPA.  
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TGA and DTG curves of recovered terephthalic acid from PET hydrolysis were similar to those 

curves of commercial standard terephthalic acid. TGA curves of recovered TPA and standard TPA 

were shown in Figure 23. Comparing the curve of standard TPA with that of recovered TPA 

obtained from PET hydrolysis, the weight loss of these two TGA curves followed similar trends. 

At around 250°C, both recovered and standard samples began to undergo thermal degradation. 

Approximately 50% of weight loss was observed over a range of temperatures between 320-300 °C. 

After 350 °C, all the TPA samples were rapidly degraded thermally. It was observed that the entire 

TPA samples were converted to vapor thoroughly at 365±10°C.   

 

Figure 24 DTG (derivative thermogravimetric) curves of recovered TPA from hydrolyzed solid 

products and standard TPA. 
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DTG (derivative thermogravimetric) curves depicted in Figure 24 were obtained by calculating 

the first derivative of TGA curves. DTG curves were plotted to determine helpful inflection points 

for in-depth explanations as well as thermogravimetric analysis. For standard and recovered 

terephthalic acid, the first derivatives of weight loss obtained from TGA curves followed similar 

trends. The major degradation peaks of standard TPA and recovered TPA appeared from the DTG 

plot to occur at around 355 and 372 °C respectively. These results from TGA and DTG curves 

clearly showed that the recovered TPA samples were pure. A small amount of impurities existed, 

which may indicate that some lighter organics may be carbonized while running TGA. 

4.2.1.2 FT-IR analysis of TPA 

 

Figure 25 FT-IR spectra of recovered TPA from hydrolyzed solid products and standard TPA.  

 

FT-IR spectra of recovered TPA and standard TPA showed the similarities of the functional groups 

in Figure 25. Also, it has directly shown a high level of correlations of FT-IR spectra for both 
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TPA samples. Characteristic absorption peaks of functional groups of TPA was interpreted in the 

following. Essentially, the C-O stretch in ester carbonyl (at around 1270cm-1), C=C  aromatic 

stretch (at around 1570cm-1), and C=O stretch (at around 1720cm-1) were observed in the FT-IR 

spectra of recovered and standard TPA. It strongly indicated that the terephthalic acid recovered 

from the solid products after PET hydrolysis was pure.  

4.2.1.3 Quantitative analysis by UV-visible spectrophotometer 

Terephthalic acid was analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively by using a UV-visible 

spectrophotometer. UV-visible curves of recovered TPA and standard TPA exhibited similar 

patterns in their spectra, which has been depicted in Figure 26.  

 

Figure 26. UV-visible curves of recovered TPA from hydrolyzed solid products and standard 

TPA. 

 

The characteristic peak of recovered TPA was observed at 290 nm, which was the same as the 

characteristic peak of standard TPA. This result confirmed that the recovered TPA from 
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hydrolyzed solid products was indeed terephthalic acid. UV-Vis analysis was applied to quantify 

the amount of TPA obtained from PET hydrolysis. A linear-fit calibration curve of TPA standards 

with measuring the composition of weight percent of standard terephthalic acid was obtained, 

which has been shown in Appendix A. Yields of various TPA samples were calculated by using 

these weight percent values. 

4.2.2 Characterization of Ethylene Glycol 

Ethylene glycol, the end liquid product obtained from PET hydrolysis, was analyzed quantitively 

by using High-Performance Liquid Chromatography. HPLC curves of standard and recovered EG 

showed a high level of correlation. It indicated that the recovered TPA was highly purified.  

 

Figure 27 HPLC curves of recovered TPA from hydrolyzed solid products and standard TPA. 

 

HPLC curves of recovered ethylene glycol were shown in Figure 27, which showed similarities 

of their characteristic peaks over a range of retention time 16 to 18 min. This result confirmed that 

the recovered EG from hydrolyzed liquid products was indeed ethylene glycol. Also, the amounts 
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of EG generated were measured by HPLC. A linear-fit calibration curve of EG standards with 

measuring the composition of weight percent of standard ethylene glycol was obtained, which has 

been shown in Appendix A. Yields of various EG samples were calculated by using these weight 

percent values.  

4.3 Kinetic Analysis of PET hydrolysis 

In this chapter, PET conversions were calculated by equation (2):  

𝑃𝐸𝑇 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (%)

=
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐸𝑇 𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 − 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝐸𝑇 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐸𝑇 𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘

× 100%  (2) 

 

4.3.1 Condition selection based on PET conversions  

 

Figure 28 Depolymerization of PET at different reaction conditions: PET conversions at 20 min 

and different reaction temperatures; PET conversions at 200 °C and different retention times. 

 

PET conversions at different reaction conditions were calculated by equation (2). On the left side 

of Figure 28, the red dots indicated that PET conversion increased with increasing temperature at 
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the 20 min. Above 230°C, PET conversions increased more rapidly than PET conversions at lower 

temperatures. On the right side of Figure 28, the blue dots indicated that PET conversions also 

improved with increasing retention time at 200°C. The optimized condition for this project should 

not be very high. The purpose is to study the effect of ball milling on the hydrolysis reactivity. The 

reaction temperature should be low enough. A condition that has a PET conversion between 10-

20% should be selected, and the reaction condition (200°C/1hr) was selected for this study. 

4.3.2 The activation energy of PET hydrolysis  

Zope & Mishra (2008) have studied the reaction rate of PET neutral hydrolysis by measuring the 

concentration of PET waste at different retention times. It was determined experimentally that the 

reaction process of PET conversion was a first-order reaction. The first-order kinetics 𝑅 = 𝑘[𝑃𝐸𝑇] 

was applied for the kinetic analysis of PET depolymerization at subcritical water. Therefore, the 

first-order rate constant can be calculated by equation (3): 

𝑘 =
1

𝑡
𝑙𝑛

[PET]𝑜

[𝑃𝐸𝑇]𝑡
  (3) 

where, [PET]o represents the initial value of PET samples in gram. [PET]t represents the mass 

value of PET samples at the retention time, t [39]. 

 

Table 1 Kinetics of PET hydrolysis at different temperatures with the same retention time 

 

Retention 

Time (s) 

Reaction 

Temperature (°C) 

PET 

conversion (%) 

Rate constant 

k (s-1) 

1200 200 6.745 5.82E-05 

1200 210 9.805 8.59E-05 

1200 230 22.680 2.14E-04 

1200 250 77.965 1.26E-03 
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Estimating of the activation energy of PET hydrolysis is specified as follows. The rate constants 

at different temperatures were calculated by equation (3). The activation energy of PET hydrolysis 

can be obtained by applying the Arrhenius equation, which correlates the calculated rate constants 

and reaction temperatures. A linear equation arranged from the Arrhenius equation can be used for 

determining the activation energy by finding the slope of equation (4). 

ln(𝑘) = −
𝐸𝑎

𝑅

1

𝑇
+ ln(𝐴)  (4) 

The following graph has shown activation energy is obtained by rearranging the Arrhenius 

equation. Figure 29 represents ln(k) vs 1/T for a first-order reaction.  

 

Figure 29 The rearranged linear equation of PET hydrolysis at subcritical water obtained from 

the Arrhenius equation 

 

The activation energy is obtained by calculating equation (5), and the gas constant R equals to 

8.314 J•mol-1•K-1 here. 

−
𝐸𝑎

𝑅
= −14943  (5) 
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𝐸𝑎 = 124236.1 J/mol  = 124 kJ/mol   

 

Therefore, the activation energy of PET hydrolysis is 124 kJ/mol at the reaction conditions in this 

study. In the previous studies, the activation energy for PET neutral hydrolysis was equal to about 

90 [54] to 101 kJ/mol [55]. The activation energy in this study is higher than the previous results. 

Goje et al. (2004) performed PET hydrolysis in a batch reactor equipped with an agitator, ensuring 

that the feedstocks can be mixed well [54]. Since the calculation of activation energy was based 

on the calculated rate constants, different experimental operation conditions would affect the 

results potentially. For PET neutral hydrolysis, the reaction is catalyzed by hydrogen ions 

generated by the carboxyl end-groups [55]. The precipitation of TPA was thought to suppress the 

reaction rate of PET hydrolysis [56]. The micro-scale batch reactor in this study did not equipped 

with an agitator. The reaction should be slower, and the TPA precipitated on PET cores would 

decrease the reaction rate, so calculated rate constants were smaller. Therefore, the larger 

activation energy value is owing to the lower rate constant values. However, with the existence of 

the potassium hydroxide solution, the activation energy of PET alkaline hydrolysis was only 69 

kJ/mol [57]. Compared to neutral hydrolysis, the hydrolysis can be faster at the same reaction 

condition. The use of catalysts should be considered in future work. 

4.4 Conversion rates and product yields of PET hydrolysis 

It was confirmed that ball-milling and photoaging experiments can have effects on PET structures. 

It was mainly discussed whether these treatments can affect PET reactivity in this chapter. As the 

reaction time and temperature increasing, conversion rates and product yields were all improved. 

The depolymerization behaviors under various reaction conditions were observed. In this chapter, 
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effects of mechanical stress and radiation damage were studied at 1-hour and 2-hour reaction time. 

In this chapter, all the results were calculated by equation (2), equation (5), and equation (6):  

𝑇𝑃𝐴 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 (%)

=
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑃𝐴 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑃𝐴 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐸𝑇

× 100%  (5) 

𝐸𝐺 𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 (%) =
𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝐺 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑

𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝐺 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐸𝑇

× 100%  (6) 

4.4.1 Evaluation of PET reactivity after ball-milling treatment 

PET was depolymerized into ethylene glycol and terephthalic acid at hot compressed water. PET 

conversion, EG yield and TPA yield were obtained for evaluating the reactivity of various PET 

feedstocks. The conversion rate and yields of end products were treated at 200℃.  

The depolymerization behaviors of fresh PET and ball-milled were observed at various durations 

of reaction time, which has been shown in Figure 28. The conversion rate of PET and yields of 

end products were as a function of retention time. The conversion rate of all PET samples was 

around 16 – 18% after 1 hour, and it reached around 87-91% after 2 hours. In general, the yield of 

EG was much lower than the yield of TPA. After a one-hour retention time, the yields of TPA and 

EG were 11±1% and 0.7 ± 0.1% respectively. After a two-hour retention time, the yields of end 

products improved dramatically, and the yields of TPA and EG were 88±1.5% and 9.5 ± 0.7% 

separately. This depolymerization behavior strongly supported that the conversion rate of PET and 

yields of end products improved with increasing reaction time at the same temperature. 
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Figure 30 PET conversion rate, TPA yield and EG yield of  unpretreated PET samples and ball-

milled PET samples (70min) after a reaction time of 1 hour. 

 

Reactivity of fresh PET and ball-milled PET were compared at 200°C across two different reaction 

times of 1 hour and 2 hours. Both the conversion rate and the yields of end products were very 

similar. Although the structural properties of PET changed after ball-milling treatments, the 

reactivity did not vary a lot. Conversion of PET and yield of TPA were not improved after ball-

milling. The release of ethylene glycol was not facilitated after ball-milling. Ball-milling 

experiments may affect the reactivity of PET. However, the transition temperature of PET was 

81°C [42], which was much lower than the reaction temperature in this experiment. The structure 

of PET had already changed when the reaction took place at 200 °C. Reaction temperature plays 

a more dominant role compared to PET structural features at this reaction condition.  
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Figure 31 PET conversion rate, TPA yield and EG yield of  unpretreated PET samples and ball-

milled PET samples (70min) after a reaction time of 2 hour. 

 

4.4.2 Comparisons of PET and cellulose reactivity after ball-milling  

Cellulose, another type of polymer, can be hydrolyzed to generate fuels and chemicals. Ball-

milling treatments successfully decreased its crystallinity, and the effect of mechanical treatment 

on cellulose reactivity was confirmed. Mechanical milling increased its hydrolysis reactivity. The 

ball-milled cellulose samples were hydrolyzed in an acidic environment at 150°C [30]. The glass 

transition temperature of cellulose was up to 180°C [58]. At the reaction temperature of 150 °C, 

the structure of cellulose did not vary dramatically. The effect of ball-milling treatment on 

cellulose reactivity can be exhibited. By contrast, the reaction temperature of PET hydrolysis in 

this experiment was much higher than the transition temperature of PET. Therefore, temperature 

may affect the results regardless of the mechanical treatment on PET reactivity. Considering the 

future outlook of this studying mechanical effect on PET reactivity, PET hydrolysis should be 

performed at lower temperatures under the action of catalysts. 
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4.4.3 Evaluation of PET reactivity after photoaging treatment 

Photoaged PET samples were also depolymerized into ethylene glycol and terephthalic acid in 

subcritical water. The PET conversion, yield of EG, and yield of TPA of unpretreated PET and 

photoaged PET were compared for evaluating the reactivity of photoaged PET. The conversion 

rate and yields of end products were treated at 200°C with the retention time of 1 hour. 

The depolymerization behavior of photoaged PET was observed at 200°C after 1 hour, which has 

been depicted in Figure 30. The conversion rate of photoaged PET samples was around 16.5±0.5% 

after 1 hour. Accordingly, the yield of EG was also much lower than the yield of TPA. After 1 

hour of retention time, the yields of TPA and EG were 10±1% and 0.9 ±  0.2% separately. 

Reactivity of fresh PET and ball-milled PET were studied at 200°C by comparing their product 

yields and conversion rates. Both the conversion rate and the yield of end products were very 

similar.  

The morphology and chemical bonds of PET changed after photo-damaging treatment. However, 

the reactivity of fresh PET and photoaged PET was quite similar. The photoaging treatment had 

nothing to do with increasing conversion rate, improving the yield of TPA, and facilitating the 

release of ethylene glycol.  

There are two main reasons to explain this phenomenon. Same as the HTL experiment of ball-

milled PET, the structure of photoaged PET had already changed before the reaction took place. 

The effect of radiation damage was obscured by the more effective reaction condition, temperature. 

Another possible reason is that the photoaging treatment in this experiment was not enough to 

result in a dramatic change in PET reactivity. Ultraviolet light can do damage to the mechanical 

and chemical properties of polymers [29]. The radiation damage treatment of this experiment was 

only equal to 96-hour natural sunlight in the Gulf of Mexico [53]. Therefore, this treatment was 
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not strong enough to affect PET reactivity. Longer durations of photo-damaging treatment are 

needed to be done in the future. 

 

Figure 32 PET conversion rate, TPA yield and EG yield of  unpretreated PET samples and 

photoaged ET samples (70min) after a reaction time of 1 hour. 
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Part 5 Conclusions  

In summary, this study was aiming at investigating the effect of mechanical stress and radiation 

damage on the physical and chemical properties of PET. To explore the effects of mechanical 

stress on PET reactivity, mechanical de-crystallization on PET hydrolysis was investigated. It was 

confirmed that ball-milling treatments decreased PET crystallinity. However, ball milling did not 

increase PET reactivity. The transition temperature of PET was much lower than the reaction 

temperature in this experiment, so the effects of mechanical stress on PET reactivity could not be 

perceived. PET conversion rate and yields of end products (EG and TPA) were improved 

dramatically after 2hours. It indicated that the conversion of PET and yields of end products 

improved with increasing reaction time. To examine the effects of radiation damage on PET 

reactivity, chemical properties of PET were investigated after photodegradation. The photoaging 

treatment was not strong enough owing to the short treatment time and weak ultraviolet light 

intensity. PET structures did not vary a lot, and PET reactivity did not increase. These results 

confirmed that mechanical stress and radiation damage did have effects on PET physical and 

mechanical properties. The effects on PET reactivity should be further studied. 
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Part 6 Future Outlooks 

6.1 Recommendations for improved analytical techniques 

6.1.1 Analysis of chemical modifications induced by UV laser 

Changes of chemical properties induced by solar light or UV laser can be inspected via micro-

Raman spectroscopy and florescence spectroscopy. Rebollar et al. (2014) have discovered that the 

florescence background of irradiated PET increased compared to unpretreated PET samples. 

Rearrangements of polymer chains and the appearance of new carboxylic groups were observed 

by using micro-Raman analysis [59]. In future work, these two spectral analytical techniques 

would permit to understand changes of chemical properties after solar light damage or UV laser 

damage treatments. 

6.1.2 Surface chemistry study of PET samples  

In this study, SEM analysis can provide information on morphological changes after the ball 

milling and photoaging treatments, but the changes in surface energy were unknown. To 

understand the effect of surface changes on reactivity, surface energy analysis can be helpful. El-

Saftawy et al. (2014) studied the surface changes after electron beam irradiation. Atomic force 

microscope (AFM) analysis revealed changes of surface roughness and surface free energy after 

electrons–PET surface interactions [60]. As a result of radical forming on the surface of PET after 

photoaging or ball milling, changes of surface energy could also be observed by the Atomic force 

microscope (AFM). Further analysis of surface chemistry can allow to study the physical 

properties of PET surface and its hydrolysis reactivity.  
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6.1.3 Molecular weight evaluations 

Ball milling treatment can lead to a decrease of averaged molecular weight. To study the effect of 

mechanical stress on PET hydrolysis reactivity, evaluations of PET molecular weight can provide 

more explanations. Sanches, Dias, and Pacheco (2005) developed comparative techniques for 

evaluating the molecular weight of PET samples. Performing size exclusive chromatography (SEC) 

analysis in hexafluoroisopropanol with PMMA standards allowed the determination of averaged 

molecular weight of PET samples [61].  

6.2 Directions for PET hydrolysis study 

6.2.1 Improved experimental procedures for the future study 

First, the reaction condition of PET hydrolysis should be changed and further studied. Based on 

currents results, ball-milling and photoaging pretreatments did not increase PET reactivity. 

Reaction temperatures should be lower to prevent PET from melting before the reaction take place. 

It is challenging to perform PET hydrolysis lower than its transition temperature, 81°C [42]. 

However, it was elaborated in the background that hydrolysis with acids, bases, or catalysts can 

increase PET reactivity. With the existence of catalysts, PET hydrolysis can be carried out at lower 

temperatures. It would be much easier to study the effects of de-crystallization on reactivity. With 

the existence of sulfuric acid, PET hydrolysis can take place at 150°C, which allowed to perform 

PET hydrolysis at lower temperatures [62]. 

Second, stronger radiation damage pretreatments should be applied, which can result in more 

dramatic structural changes in PET. It is evident that improving pretreatment time can be helpful. 

More experiments can be carried out, including using natural light and ultraviolet light to 

photodegrade PET. PET reactivity can be evaluated and compared after this new photodamaging 

treatment method. 
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6.2.2 Future work for improving ethylene glycol yield 

The lower yield of ethylene glycol was due to its dihydroxylation to aldehyde and polymerization 

to diethylene glycols catalyzed by TPA [21]. Performing alkaline hydrolysis may increase the yield 

of ethylene glycol since it can avoid the proton effects on PET hydrolysis with the existence of 

terephthalic acid. PET can be hydrolyzed at dilute aqueous ammonia solution [63]. It was also 

discovered that the amounts of ethylene glycol increased with the existence of potassium 

hydroxide, while sodium hydroxide did not have this effect [64]. The ethylene glycol stability 

studies and PET alkaline hydrolysis experiments can be done in the future to obtain an optimized 

condition with higher EG yields. PET alkaline hydrolysis can be performed in a series of KOH or 

aqueous ammonia solutions with different concentrations. The yields of EG can be compared to 

find a condition with maximum ethylene glycol yield. 
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Appendix  

A Parameters of Tube Hydrolysis Reactor Design 

Table 2 Parameters for the design, safety and construction of tube hydrolysis reactors adapted 

from "Tube Fitting Performance Product Test Reports," 2018 [65].   

 

Tube information  

Tube O.D. (in.) Wall Thickness (in.) 

0.5000 0.0650 

Area of tube (in.2) Area of tube (in.2) 

0.1074 0.6933 

Amounts of Feedstocks  
Water (ml) PET Solid (g) 

4.0 0.3 

Water Density  
Temperature (K) Density(g/ml) 

473.15 0.86 

646.16 0.40 

Reactor Configurations  

Initial volume (ml) 4.50 

Final volume (ml) 11.79 

Length at 372℃ (cm) 17.01 

 

 

Table 3 Tube pressure ratings (a) and steam table data (b) for reactor design. 

 

Table 3 (a) Tube pressure ratings adapted from "Tube Fitting Performance Product Test 

Reports," 2018 [65]. 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Max Pressure 

(psi) 

Adjustment 

Parameter 

Adjusted 

Pressure (psi) 

204 5100 0.96 4896 

315 5100 0.85 4335 

426 5100 0.79 4029 
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Table 3 (b) Steam table data [66]. 

Temperature (°C) Pressure (bar) Pressure (psi) 

201.4 16 232.064 

250.3 40 580.16 

300.1 88 1276.352 

349.8 165 2393.16 
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B Recent calibration for ethylene glycol (EG) 

Table 4 Raw data of ethylene glycol standards 

 

Sample Name Weight percentage (%) Area of characteristic peak 

EG1 0.041467 15212 

EG2 0.022608 8789 

EG3 0.017056 5929 

EG4 0.006595 2325 

EG5 0.002415 1414 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33 Calibration of Ethylene Glycol. 
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C Recent calibration for terephthalic acid (TPA) 

Table 5 Raw data of terephthalic acid standards 

 

Sample Name Weight percentage (%) Abs values 

TPA1 0.056391 1.335 

TPA2 0.047662 1.257 

TPA3 0.041899 1.192 

TPA4 0.029881 0.943 

TPA5 0.024229 0.801 

TPA6 0.019252 0.689 

TPA7 0.015946 0.582 

TPA8 0.013667 0.472 

TPA9 0.009892 0.335 
 

 

Figure 34 (a) Calibration of TPA (Abs>1.0). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34 (b) Calibration of TPA (0.6 < Abs < 1.0). 
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Figure 34 (c) Calibration of TPA (0.3 < Abs < 0.6). 

 

 

 

Figure 34 Calibrations of TPA: (a) Calibration of TPA (Abs>1.0), (b) Calibration of TPA (0.6 < 

Abs < 1.0), (c) Calibration of TPA (0.3 < Abs < 0.6). 
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D Raw data of PET conversion rates and yields of products 

Table 6 Raw data of PET conversion rate based on weight percentage (BM – ball-milled PET 

samples; FR – fresh PET samples; PH – photoaged PET samples; 1hr – 1 - hour retention time; 

2hr – 2 - hour retention time). 

 

Samples 

Name 

Samples 

(g) 

Empty 

vial (g) 

Dried 

products (g) 

Unreacted 

PET (g) 

Conversion 

Rate (%) 

BMA(1hr) 0.3046 13.2339 13.4858 0.2519 17.30 

BMB(1hr) 0.3427 13.3371 13.6083 0.2712 20.86 

BMC(1hr) 0.3131 13.2899 13.5628 0.2729 12.83 

FRA(1hr) 0.3173 13.2733 13.5459 0.2726 14.08 

FRB(1hr) 0.3324 13.3103 13.5647 0.2544 23.46 

FRC(1hr) 0.3102 13.1818 13.4528 0.2710 12.64 

PHA(1hr) 0.3036 13.6714 13.9124 0.2410 20.62 

PHB(1hr) 0.3076 13.5876 13.8534 0.2658 13.59 

FRI(2hr) 0.3110 13.5464 13.5709 0.0245 92.12 

FRII(2hr) 0.3184 13.6433 13.6816 0.0383 87.97 

BMI(2hr) 0.3169 13.6319 13.6913 0.0594 81.26 

BMII(2hr) 0.3215 13.6792 13.7141 0.0349 89.14 
 

Table 7 Raw data of TPA yield based on weight percentage (BM – ball-milled PET samples; FR 

– fresh PET samples; PH – photoaged PET samples; 1hr – 1 - hour retention time; 2hr – 2 - hour 

retention time). 

 

Samples 

Name 

TPA 

solution (g) Abs 

Wt 

 (%) 

TPA produced 

(g) 

TPA (100% 

depolymerized) (g) 

TPA Yield 

(%) 

BMA(1hr) 29.6689 0.985 0.001515124 0.0450 0.2632 17.07 

BMB(1hr) 34.8577 0.399 0.000773836 0.0270 0.2962 9.11 

BMC(1hr) 44.3302 0.606 0.000571361 0.0253 0.2706 9.36 

FRA(1hr) 33.8701 0.712 0.000624406 0.0211 0.2742 7.71 

FRB(1hr) 36.4330 0.786 0.000943405 0.0344 0.2873 11.96 

FRC(1hr) 42.6714 0.816 0.001105492 0.0472 0.2681 17.59 

PHA(1hr) 32.4608 0.779 0.000842688 0.0274 0.2624 10.42 

PHB(1hr) 34.4173 0.688 0.000766775 0.0264 0.2658 9.92 

FRI(2hr) 30.7350 1.052 0.004508361 0.1026 0.1605 51.00 

FRII(2hr) 30.4120 0.505 0.00306312 0.1371 0.2688 39.83 

BMI(2hr) 35.7882 0.846 0.004427748 0.1096 0.2752 42.99 

BMII(2hr) 26.5936 0.962 0.002767455 0.1177 0.2739 39.03 
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Table 8  Raw data of TPA yield based on weight percentage (BM – ball-milled PET samples; FR 

– fresh PET samples; PH – photoaged PET samples; 1hr – 1 - hour retention time; 2hr – 2 - hour 

retention time). 

 

Samples 

Name 

TPA 

solution (g) Abs 

Wt 

 (%) 

TPA produced 

(g) 

TPA (100% 

depolymerized) (g) 

TPA Yield 

(%) 

BMA(1hr) 25.659 1715 0.004164 0.001069 0.098369 1.086258 

BMB(1hr) 29.211 1410 0.003322 0.000970 0.110673 0.876779 

BMC(1hr) 20.411 594 0.001068 0.000218 0.101114 0.215562 

FRA(1hr) 26.469 959 0.002076 0.000550 0.102470 0.536277 

FRB(1hr) 34.267 1104 0.002477 0.000849 0.107347 0.790595 

FRC(1hr) 21.482 1292 0.002996 0.000644 0.100177 0.642459 

PHA(1hr) 33.263 906 0.001930 0.000642 0.098046 0.654681 

PHB(1hr) 25.981 1718 0.004173 0.001084 0.099338 1.091368 

FRI(2hr) 21.448 937 0.002015 0.000432 0.060003 11.37221 

FRII(2hr) 39.794 10598 0.028702 0.011422 0.100436 8.959681 

BMI(2hr) 39.848 8577 0.023120 0.009213 0.102826 5.774204 

BMII(2hr) 32.327 6825 0.018280 0.005909 0.102341 12.26969 

 

 

Table 9 Raw data of PET conversion rate, yield of TPA and yield of EG. 

 

 PET TPA ER 

BM 17.00149 11.84630 0.72619 

FR 16.73011 12.42258 0.65644 

PH 17.10416 10.17482 0.82214 

FR 90.04665 45.41844 10.16594 

BM 87.62346 41.01021 9.02194 
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E XRD peak fitting 

 

Table 10 Raw data of XRD peak fitting. 

 

Ball-milling 

time 

Total 

area 

Amorphous 

area 

Total 

area 

Amorphous 

area 

Degree of 

crystallinity (%) 

0 20304 12530 1 0.62 19.7 

35 26007 18542 1 0.71 14.8 

70 21130 16570 1 0.78 11.1 
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F FT-IR spectra of recovered TPA  

 

Figure 35 FT-IR spectrum of recovered TPA from hydrolyzed solid products and standard TPA 

(Fresh PET, 1 hour). 

 

 

Figure 36 FT-IR spectrum of recovered TPA from hydrolyzed solid products and standard TPA 

(Fresh PET, 2 hours). 
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Figure 37 FT-IR spectrum of recovered TPA from hydrolyzed solid products and standard TPA 

(Ball-milled PET, 1 hour). 

 

  

 

Figure 38 FT-IR spectra of recovered TPA from hydrolyzed solid products and standard TPA 

(Ball-milled PET, 2 hours). 
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